Caremark at the Quarter-Century Watershed:
Modern-Day Compliance Realities Frame Corporate
Directors’ Duty of Good Faith Oversight, Providing
New Dynamics for Respecting Chancellor Allen’s
1996 Caremark Landmark
By E. Norman Veasey and Randy J. Holland*
Chancellor Allen’s famous and prescient 1996 opinion in Caremark will soon be twentyfive years of age. It has more than stood the test of time. Indeed, it has become gospel as
an enduring corporate governance doctrine and a dynamic driver of modern-day oversight
and compliance requirements. Although it did not become enshrined as a major Delaware
Supreme Court precedent until the Stone v. Ritter Delaware Supreme Court decision
in 2006, Chancellor Allen’s 1996 Caremark dictum enjoyed from the outset the international respect of a precedent that had the imprimatur of a Delaware Supreme Court
holding.
In this article we analyze the Caremark opinion itself, including the key and lasting importance of Chancellor Allen’s sua sponte invocation of the United States’ Organizational
Sentencing Guidelines. He correctly concluded that the Sentencing Guidelines provide
“powerful incentives for corporations to have in place compliance programs . . . and to
take voluntary remedial efforts.” He parlayed those “powerful incentives” into the conclusion that the proper exercise of good faith requires that “a director’s obligation includes a
duty to assure that a corporate information and reporting system . . . exists, and that the
failure to do so under some circumstances may . . . render a director liable for losses caused
by non-compliance with applicable legal standards. [But] . . . only a sustained or systematic
failure of the board to exercise oversight—such as an utter failure to attempt to assure a
reasonable information and reporting system exists—will establish the lack of good faith
that is a necessary condition to liability.”
While Caremark/Stone state that there is theoretical exposure of directors to liability
for violation of their duty of loyalty if they “utterly” fail in good faith to implement and
monitor an internal information system (i.e., oversight protocols), such Delaware litigation
liability is rare and hard to plead/prove. But recent Delaware cases at the pleading stages
have framed parameters where this theoretical exposure might or might not become a real
concern of the boards of directors, particularly where there is little or no board involvement
and/or where “red flags” are ignored.
* E. Norman Veasey is a former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Delaware (1992–2004). He
is now Special Counsel of the Wilmington, Delaware, firm of Gordon, Fournaris & Mammarella. He
is also an adviser to the ongoing American Law Institute Project, Principles of the Law: Compliance,
Risk Management, and Enforcement. Randy J. Holland is a former Justice of the Supreme Court of
Delaware (1986–2017). He is now Senior of Counsel in the Delaware office of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati.
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Moreover, there are developments at the federal and scholarly levels that flesh out the
oversight obligations of corporations, alternate entities, and their governing bodies. These
developments, coupled with Delaware fiduciary duty principles, tend to inform boards of
directors that they need to ensure their management has a robust oversight protocol. In
short, the directors need to carry out effective oversight/monitoring, including awareness
of and effective addressing of red flags. The tension is that board oversight must occur without directors micromanaging the operations of the firm, which traditionally is a management responsibility.
This article undertakes a deep dive into the exploration and clarification of these developments. We also suggest some best practices that might tend to mitigate exposure to
liability.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In September 2021, the decision of the late Delaware Chancellor, William
T. Allen, in the case of In re Caremark International, Inc. Derivative Litigation
(“Caremark”)1 will have reached the quarter-century mark. Although the Chancellor’s opinion did not have the imprimatur of a Delaware Supreme Court holding until Stone v. Ritter2 was decided in 2006, it nevertheless has been respected
in Delaware and throughout the United States as a key and firm precedent since
1996.
That precedent is that directors not only must adhere to the fiduciary duties of
care and loyalty in decision making but also that they must exercise in good faith
the responsibility of overseeing the behavior of management. We use the term
“behavior” advisedly, without undertaking a detailed specification at this juncture of how granularly the oversight responsibility of directors should be articulated. That analysis is what this article is about.

1. 698 A.2d 959 (Del. Ch. 1996).
2. 911 A.2d 362 (Del. 2006).
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II. THE CAREMARK OPINION

IN

3

CONTEXT

Caremark was decided in the context of the Chancellor’s decision whether
the settlement of certain stockholder derivative actions should be approved
as fair and reasonable to the defendants and to Caremark International, Inc.
(“Caremark” or the “Company”), on whose behalf the suits were brought.
The gravamen of the derivative suits was alleged by the stockholder-plaintiffs
to be a fiduciary-duty failure of the defendant directors to oversee, supervise,
and monitor the corporate management, and that failure allegedly resulted in
significant loss to the company.
The Company, a Delaware corporation with headquarters in Illinois, was engaged in the healthcare business, with revenues derived from third-party payments (such as insurers, Medicare, and Medicaid reimbursement programs).
The latter sources of payments were regulated by a federal criminal statutory
framework that prohibited healthcare providers, like Caremark, from paying
any form of remuneration or kickback to induce the referral of Medicare or Medicaid patients.
The Company had a no-kickback policy that was designed to ensure that no
payments would be made in exchange for or to induce patient referrals. In fact,
Caremark implemented its no-kickback policy by issuing an internal Guide to
Contractual Relationships. The relevant federal statute, the Anti-Referral Payments Law (“ARPL”), was rather stringent, but it was not always crystal clear.
Under the statute, the United States Department of Health and Social Services
(“HHS”) issued regulations that provided “safe harbors” for when service providers would not violate the APRL. But the Chancellor noted, “What one might
deem a prohibited quid pro quo was not always clear.”3
A federal grand jury in Minneapolis indicted the Company and two officers,
charging that a physician in Minneapolis, also indicted, violated the ARPL over
a lengthy period, specifying that the physician was paid over $1 million to distribute a drug marketed by Caremark. Shortly thereafter, a federal grand jury in
Columbus, Ohio, charged that an Ohio physician defrauded Medicare by receiving over $130,000 and other benefits in exchange for referrals of patients whose
medical costs were in part reimbursed by Medicare.
There was a federal settlement of these criminal actions under which Caremark pleaded guilty to a single count, paid a criminal fine and substantial
civil damages, and agreed to reform measures in order for the Company to continue participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Also, some private
insurers asserted damage claims against Caremark for allegedly improper business practices. Caremark settled those claims for $98.5 million.
Then a settlement at issue in the Delaware stockholder litigation was proposed in which Caremark was to agree to certain future reforms, such as the
establishment of a board-level compliance and ethics committee consisting
of four directors, of which two were to be non-management directors. The
3. Caremark, 698 A.2d at 962.
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committee was to meet at least four times a year to effectuate the reforms, to
monitor business-segment compliance with the ARPL, and to report semiannually to the full board.4
In determining whether the proposed settlement was fair and reasonable, the
Chancellor was required under Delaware precedent to exercise his informed
judgment in light of all relevant factors.5 The essence of plaintiffs’ claim was
that the directors violated their fiduciary duties to be active monitors of corporate performance. The Chancellor noted that this theory “is possibly the most
difficult theory in corporation law upon which a plaintiff might hope to win a
judgment,” there being no conflict of interest or suspect motivation.6
The Chancellor noted that, although the theory here involved does not stem
from a board decision, it arises from “an unconsidered failure of the board to act
in circumstances in which due attention would, arguably, have prevented the
loss.”7 In addressing the board’s responsibility for monitoring the enterprise to
ensure that the corporation functions in compliance with the law, he pivoted
sua sponte8 to an overlay of federal law. Here is the language referencing the importance of the federal Sentencing Guidelines in the Caremark opinion:
The Guidelines set forth a uniform sentencing structure for organizations to be sentenced for violation of federal criminal statutes and provide for penalties that equal or
often massively exceed those previously imposed on corporations. The Guidelines
offer powerful incentives for corporations today to have in place compliance programs to detect violations of law, promptly to report violations to appropriate public
officials when discovered, and to take prompt, voluntary remedial efforts.9

The Chancellor then deftly and critically distinguished the 1963 Delaware Supreme Court decision in Graham v. Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Co.10 In Allis
Chalmers, the court stated that the oversight duty of the board did not require
“directors to install and operate a corporate system of espionage to ferret out
wrongdoing which they have no reason to suspect exists.”11 Then he concluded
with these famous and often-quoted phrases that predominate in Caremark:
[I]t is important that the board exercise a good faith judgment that the corporation’s
information and reporting system is in concept and design adequate to assure the
board that appropriate information will come to its attention in a timely manner
as a matter of ordinary operations, so that it may satisfy its responsibility.

4. Id. at 966.
5. See Polk v. Good, 507 A.2d 531 (Del. 1986).
6. Caremark, 698 A.2d at 967.
7. Id. at 957.
8. See Kenneth J. Nachbar, Of Counsel: Chancellor William T. Allen: 1948–2019: A Personal Perspective, DEL. LAW., Winter 2020, at 28, 28 (“Chancellor Allen’s opinion making this connection [to the
federal Sentencing Guidelines that had not been cited by the parties] and establishing the duty of oversight was brilliant and a great leap forward in Delaware corporate law.” Id. at 26.).
9. Caremark, 698 A.2d at 969.
10. 188 A.2d 125 (Del. 1963).
11. Id. at 130.
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Thus, I am of the view that a director’s obligation includes a duty to attempt in good
faith to assure that a corporation information and reporting system, which the board
concludes is adequate, exists, and that failure to do so under some circumstances
may, in theory at least, render a director liable for losses caused by non-compliance
with applicable legal standards.12
***
[I]n my opinion only a sustained or systematic failure of the board to exercise oversight—such as an utter failure to attempt to assure a reasonable information and
reporting system exists—will establish the lack of good faith that is a necessary condition to liability. Such a test of liability—lack of good faith as evidenced by sustained or systematic failure of a director to exercise reasonable oversight—is quite
high. But, a demanding test of liability in the oversight context is probably beneficial
to corporate shareholders as a class, as it is in the board decision context, since it
makes board service by qualified persons more likely, while continuing to act as
a stimulus to good faith performance of duty by such directors.13

Interestingly, the Chancellor added, “Obviously the level of detail that is
appropriate for such information is a question of business judgment.”14 We
note that the issue of whether or not to have and monitor in good faith an effective oversight protocol is a mandatory requirement. The business judgment
rule would not protect the deliberate decision not to have and monitor the
oversight requirement because the “utter failure to attempt to assure a reasonable information and reporting system exists will establish the lack of good
faith that is a necessary condition to liability.”15 The Chancellor’s reference
here to business judgment applies only to the board’s decision on the extent
of the detail of the oversight protocol.
The full scope of the directors’ oversight duty is not only that they must conceive and design an adequate information system in good faith, but also they
must also monitor the system that they have established to acquire the information and act on it. This element becomes crucial when we discuss “red flags”
later in this article.

12. Caremark, 698 A.2d at 970.
13. Id. at 971. Chancellor Allen approved the proposed settlement of the derivative suits on the
ground that there was essentially no evidence that the director defendants were guilty of a sustained
failure to exercise their oversight function, concluding,
[t]he liability that eventuated in this instance was huge. But the fact that it resulted from a violation of criminal law alone does not create a breach of fiduciary duty by directors. The record
at this stage does not support the conclusion that the defendants either lacked good faith in the
exercise of their monitoring responsibilities or consciously permitted known violation of law by
the corporation to occur. The claims asserted against them must be viewed at this stage as extremely weak.
Id. at 972.
14. Id. at 970.
15. Id. at 972 (emphasis added).
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III. THE GOOD FAITH GROUNDING

OF THE

CAREMARK DOCTRINE

The role of the board of directors begins with the principal foundational statute on the books. In Delaware, that is section 141(a) of the Delaware General
Corporation Law (“DGCL”), which states that “[t]he business and affairs of
every corporation organized under this chapter shall be managed by or under
the direction of a board of directors.”16 This formulation of the role of the
board rests on the elementary concept that, in the real world, the board directs
the management of the corporation’s business and affairs by delegating the actual
operation of the management to its senior officers. In short, the board itself is not
expected to, and should not, micromanage the operations:
When the board has delegated to management the corporation’s operations, it should
oversee management’s conduct of the corporation’s activities without usurping management’s role.17

It is necessary to be mindful of the importance of the tension between effective
oversight and micromanagement. The board hires the management team, makes
strategic decisions on risk, and oversees management execution of that strategy,
including compliance with legal and financial norms. But the board does not go
down to the engine room to run the operations or crunch the numbers, at least
in the first instance.
As a matter of business strategy, the board is expected to make informed judgments on risk tolerance and the management of risks, including financial, legal,
reputational risks, and enterprise risks.
Risk management is a multifaceted process that includes identifying and assessing
risks, considering mitigating factors, implementing risk controls and monitoring.
The board’s responsibility with respect to risk management encompasses both direct
decisions about matters such as strategy and risk tolerance and oversight and monitoring implementation of those decisions and the effectiveness of the corporation’s
compliance programs.18

The lynchpin of the Caremark opinion is that it is predicated on concepts of
good faith, not due care. Since 1986, this has been crucial because the fiduciary
duty of care as a standard of conduct in Delaware has been relegated to a largely
aspirational status, except in certain contexts, such as when injunctive relief is at
issue. This is because section 102(b)(7) of the DGCL, enacted in 1986, exculpates directors from personal liability in damages where such exculpation is in
the certificate of incorporation, except for certain acts, such as those that violate
the duty of loyalty or are not taken in good faith.19
16. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 141(a) (2020).
17. ABA BUS. LAW SECTION, CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S GUIDEBOOK 10 (7th ed. 2020) [hereinafter CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S GUIDEBOOK].
18. Id. at 37.
19. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 102(b)(7) (2020); Malpiede v. Townson, 780 A.2d 1075, 1095 (Del.
2001) (“Our jurisprudence since the adoption of the statute has consistently stood for the proposition
that a Section 102(b)(7) charter provision bars a claim that is found to state only a due care
violation.”).
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IV. GOOD FAITH CASES AFTER CAREMARK
The criticality of the element of bad faith as the foundation of the Caremark
doctrine has played a pivotal role in Delaware’s post-Caremark jurisprudence.
As discussed in this article, more recent Delaware Supreme Court cases, particularly Disney20 and Stone,21 have made it clear that the good-faith concept rests
in large part on an intentional, and thus disloyal, act or omission, such as the disregard of a known responsibility.
In the 1990s, the Delaware Supreme Court began referring to directors’ fiduciary duties as a triad: care, loyalty, and good faith.22 Those cases implied that
good faith was an independent fiduciary duty. Stockholder-plaintiffs seeking
monetary damages frequently allege that directors did not act in good faith because, like loyalty and certain other exceptions, such a failure was not protected
by the exculpatory provisions of section 102(b)(7).
In Caremark, the oversight responsibility of directors was examined in the context of good faith. The criteria for assessing a director’s personal liability for failing to act in good faith in discharging her oversight responsibilities have evolved.
It began with the Delaware Supreme Court’s Allis-Chalmers23 decision that was
construed narrowly in Caremark.24 Ten years after Caremark, the Delaware Supreme Court squarely addressed the issue of good faith in the Disney case, noting
that “the duty to act in good faith is, up to this point, relatively uncharted.”25
The Disney case involved derivative litigation related to “the hiring and firing
of Michael Ovitz as Disney’s president.”26 Ovitz and Disney entered into an
employment agreement in October 1995 that provided Ovitz would serve as Disney’s president for five years.27 Disney terminated Ovitz’s employment, however,
in December 1996.28 The employment agreement provided for Ovitz to receive a
severance package valued at approximately $130 million.29
Several stockholder-plaintiffs filed a complaint in the Delaware Court of
Chancery alleging that the compensation committee of the Disney board,
and the board itself, had failed adequately to consider the employment, compensation, and termination of Ovitz. The complaint asserted a lack of good
20. In re Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litig., 906 A.2d 27 (Del. 2006).
21. Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362 (Del. 2006).
22. See id. at 362 (“good faith may be described colloquially as part of a ‘triad’ of fiduciary duties
that includes the duties of care and loyalty”); see also Carter G. Bishop, The Deontological Significance of
Nonprofit Corporate Governance Standards: A Fiduciary Duty of Care Without a Remedy, 57 CATH. U. L.
REV. 701, 742 (2008) (“A modern understanding of Delaware director fiduciary duties normally begins with the Delaware Supreme Court’s view in the 1993 Cede case . . . that collectively treated good
faith, loyalty, and due care as the ‘triads’ of fiduciary duty.” (citing Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc.,
634 A.2d 345, 360 (Del. 1993))).
23. Graham v. Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., 188 A.2d 125 (Del. 1963).
24. In re Caremark Int’l, Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959, 969–70 (Del. Ch. 1996).
25. Disney, 906 A.2d at 64.
26. Kay Xixi Ng, Inside the Boardroom: A Proposal to Delaware’s Good Faith Jurisprudence to Improve
Board Passivity, 6 DEPAUL BUS. & COM. L.J. 393, 406 (2008).
27. Disney, 906 A.2d at 35.
28. Id. at 45–46.
29. Id.
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faith to rebut the presumption of the business judgment rule and also the application of a section 102(b)(7) exculpatory provision in the Disney charter.30
The Court of Chancery denied a motion to dismiss the complaint, holding
“that the plaintiff had alleged sufficient facts to raise a ‘reason to doubt whether
the board’s actions were taken honestly and in good faith,’ as required for the
application of the business judgment rule,” and if those allegations were true,
the directors were not entitled to the protection of the exculpatory clause in
Disney’s charter.31
The Disney plaintiffs contended that the duty of care (measured by a gross
negligence standard) was on a continuum with the duty to act in good faith
and that, at some point, a board’s lack of care could become so egregious that
it constituted bad faith.32 The Delaware Supreme Court rejected that contention.
It held that a failure to act in good faith requires conduct that is qualitatively different from, and more culpable than, the conduct giving rise to a violation of the
fiduciary duty of care.33
Accordingly, the Delaware Supreme Court held that the directors’ duties of
care and good faith are distinct. It characterized the “duty to act in good faith”
as the “doctrinal vehicle” for imposing sanctions on directors for “intentional
dereliction of duty, and a conscious disregard of one’s responsibilities,” citing
Caremark.34 The court declined, however, to decide “whether the fiduciary
duty to act in good faith is a duty that, like the duties of care and loyalty,
can serve as an independent basis for imposing liability upon corporate officers
and directors.”35
The Delaware Supreme Court’s decision in Disney provided important guidance for directors of Delaware corporations by identifying three examples of conduct that would establish a failure to act in good faith: first, where the fiduciary
intentionally acts with a purpose other than that of advancing the best interests
of the corporation; second, where the fiduciary acts with the intent to violate
applicable positive law; and third, where the fiduciary intentionally fails to act
in the face of a known duty to act, demonstrating a conscious disregard for
her duties.36
A few months after explaining the distinction between the duty of care and
good faith in Disney, the Delaware Supreme Court addressed the relationship
between the directors’ duty of loyalty and good faith when it decided Stone v.
Ritter.37 That explanation came in the context of deciding directors’ oversight responsibilities and answered the question that had been deferred in Disney:
30. Randy J. Holland, Delaware Directors’ Fiduciary Duties: The Focus on Loyalty, 11 J. BUS. L. 675
(2009).
31. Disney, 906 A.2d at 46 (quoting In re Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litig., 825 A.2d 275, 286
(Del. Ch. 2003)).
32. Id. at 64–65.
33. Id. at 66.
34. Id. at 64.
35. Id. at 67 n.112.
36. Id. at 67.
37. Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362 (Del. 2006).
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“whether a violation of the duty to act in good faith is a basis for the direct imposition of liability?”38
Stone was a derivative action. In 2004, AmSouth and AmSouth Bank paid $40
million in fines and $10 million in civil penalties to resolve regulatory and government investigations relating to the failure by bank employees to file suspicious
activity reports that were required by the federal Bank Secrecy Act and several
anti-money-laundering regulations.39 The complaint in Stone alleged that the directors breached their fiduciary duties by not properly discharging their oversight
responsibilities.40
In Stone, the Delaware Supreme Court held that Caremark articulates the two
“necessary conditions for assessing director oversight liability”: (1) the directors
utterly failed to implement any reporting or information system or controls or (2)
having implemented such a system or controls, the directors consciously failed
to monitor or oversee its operations, thus disabling themselves from being informed of risks or problems requiring their attention.41 “In either case, the imposition of liability requires a showing that the directors knew that they were not
discharging their fiduciary obligations.”42
The opinion in Stone also held that “[w]here directors fail to act in the face of a
known duty to act, thereby demonstrating a conscious disregard for their responsibilities, they breach their duty of loyalty by failing to discharge that fiduciary obligation in good faith.”43 That holding required the Delaware Supreme
Court “to clarify a doctrinal issue that was critical to understanding fiduciary liability” under the Caremark standard.44 The court explained “that a failure to act
in good faith is not conduct that results . . . in the direct imposition of fiduciary
liability.”45 Rather, “[t]he failure to act in good faith may result in liability
because the requirement to act in good faith ‘is a subsidiary element,’ i.e., a
condition, ‘of the fundamental duty of loyalty.’”46 Because a showing of bad
faith conduct, as described in Disney and Caremark, is essential to establish director oversight liability, it followed that the fiduciary duty violated by that conduct is the duty of loyalty.47
In Stone, the plaintiffs’ complaint equated a bad outcome with bad faith. The
weakness with the plaintiffs’ argument in Stone was “a failure to recognize that
the directors’ good faith exercise of oversight responsibility may not invariably
prevent employees from violating criminal laws, or from causing the corporation
to incur significant financial liability.”48 In fact, both of these unfortunate acts
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at
at
at
at

369 n.29.
365.
364.
370.

at 369.
at 370.
at 373.
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had also occurred in Graham and Caremark.49 The Stone opinion held that “in
the absence of red flags, good faith in the context of oversight must be measured
by the directors’ actions ‘to assure a reasonable information and reporting system
exists’ and not by second-guessing after the occurrence of employee conduct that
results in an unintended adverse outcome.”50
Delaware courts have consistently recognized that a majority of the decisions
made by a corporation acting through its employees are not the subject of director attention.51 The Caremark standard, in contrast, is applied in cases where
plaintiff-stockholders allege that the director-defendants are personally liable
for damages that arise from a failure properly to monitor or oversee employee
misconduct or violations of the law.52 The Caremark opinion held that “only a
sustained or systematic failure of the board to exercise oversight—such as an
utter failure to attempt to assure a reasonable information and reporting system
exists—will establish the lack of good faith that is a necessary condition to liability.”53 As stated in Caremark and reaffirmed in Stone, a claim that directors
are personally liable for employee actions is “possibly the most difficult theory
in corporation law upon which a plaintiff might hope to win a judgment.”54
The implications of the holdings in Stone v. Ritter have been summarized as
follows:
By making it clear that the duty to act in good faith was a subsidiary component of
the duty of loyalty, it simultaneously made clear that the judiciary was charged with
distinguishing between loyalty claims dependent on a showing that a director acted
in bad faith, on the one hand, and due care claims, on the other. . . . Stone v. Ritter
made plain that the judiciary could not hold a director liable for a failure in monitoring simply because her conduct was grossly negligent, even though gross negligence requires an extreme deficiency in performance. Rather to hold an independent
director liable for a failure in monitoring, the plaintiff had to prove that the independent director acted in bad faith.55

The Caremark decision concluded that “[such] a test of liability—lack of good
faith as evidenced by a sustained or systematic failure of a director to exercise
reasonable oversight—is quite high. But, a demanding test of liability in the oversight context is probably beneficial to corporate stockholders as a class, as it is in
the board context, since it makes board service by qualified persons more likely,
while continuing to act as a stimulus to good faith performance of duty by such
directors.”56
49. Id.
50. Id. (quoting In re Caremark Int’l, Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959, 967–68, 971 (Del. Ch.
1996)).
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Id. (quoting Caremark, 698 A.2d at 971).
54. Id.
55. Leo E. Strine, Jr., Lawrence A. Hamermesh, Franklin R. Balotti & Jeffrey M. Gorris, Loyalty’s
Core Demand: The Defining Role of Good Faith in Corporation Law, 93 GEO. L.J. 629, 693 (2010).
56. Caremark, 698 A.2d at 971; see Hillary A. Sale, Monitoring Caremark’s Good Faith, 32 DEL.
J. CORP. L. 719, 724, 756 (2007) (“Caremark is the starting point for understanding the good faith
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CAREMARK CLAIMS

As the economy was emerging from the Great Recession of 2007–09, the
stockholder-plaintiffs’ bar included those who were creatively testing the
Caremark/Stone oversight jurisprudence. Some would seek to test the limits of
the dictum of that jurisprudence to the effect that oversight claims are hard to
plead/prove.

A. CITIGROUP
Along came the 2009 case of In re Citigroup, Inc. Shareholder Derivative Litigation.57 In this derivative suit the plaintiff-stockholders sought to recover losses
from the director-defendants for Citigroup arising from the corporation’s exposure to the subprime lending market. The gravamen of the complaint was that
the defendant directors did not properly monitor and manage the risks the company faced from problems that arose in the collapse of that market. In short, the
claim was phrased as a Caremark claim that there were extensive “red flags,” ignored by the director-defendants in their pursuit of short-term profits at the expense of the company’s long-term viability. Specifically, Chancellor Chandler
summed up plaintiffs’ Caremark claims and their shortcomings as follows:
Although these claims are framed by plaintiffs as Caremark claims, plaintiffs’ theory
essentially amounts to a claim that the director defendants should be personally liable
to the Company because they failed to fully recognize the risk posed by subprime securities. When one looks past the lofty allegations of duties of oversight and red flags
used to dress up these claims, what is left appears to be plaintiff shareholders attempting to hold the director defendants personally liable for making (or allowing to be
made) business decisions that, in hindsight, turned out poorly for the Company.58

The court then proceeded to articulate the critical distinction between a legitimate Caremark claim based on the directors’ bad-faith failure to oversee management’s proper execution of corporate strategy and a nonviable claim that
would question that strategy as a proper exercise of business judgment. In dismissing plaintiffs’ purported Caremark claim, the court concluded:
Instead of alleging facts that could demonstrate bad faith on the part of the directors,
by presenting the Court with the so-called “red flags,” plaintiffs are inviting the
Court to engage in the exact kind of judicial second guessing that is proscribed
by the business judgment rule. In any business decision that turns out poorly
there will likely be signs that one could point to and argue are evidence that the decision was wrong.59

obligation and its contours. . . . It is an opinion that, in classic Delaware fashion, details aspirational
norms that twenty years later came to be accepted as appropriate practices and duties and are now
embodied in federal law as well.”).
57. 964 A.2d 106 (Del. Ch. 2009).
58. Id. at 123–24.
59. Id. at 131.
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Citigroup articulates the principle that a purported Caremark claim cannot become a vehicle for a sneak attack on the business judgment rule.

B. MARCHAND
The 2019 Delaware Supreme Court case of Marchand v. Barnhill allowed a
Caremark claim to survive a motion to dismiss.60 This was a rare event in Delaware jurisprudence. But the facts alleged in the complaint in that case would
seem to demonstrate that if there is any such thing as a viable Caremark
claim, the Delaware Supreme Court’s holding that this complaint alleged such
a claim seems reasonable.
The facts of Marchand are compelling. The essence of the complaint is that the
defendant executives allegedly breached their duties of care and loyalty under
Caremark by knowingly disregarding contamination risks and failing to oversee
the safety of the corporation’s mission-critical food-making operations.
The Delaware corporation in the Marchand case is Blue Bell Creameries USA,
Inc. (“Blue Bell” or the “Company”), which is a monoline company, the principal
business of which is making and selling only one product, ice cream. Thus, manufacturing ice cream was mission-critical to its operations. It is a highly regulated
entity, primarily by the federal Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”). Not only
was Blue Bell regulated by the FDA, but it was also subject to various state regulations in the three states in which it did business: Alabama, Oklahoma, and
Texas.
In early 2015, Blue Bell suffered a listeria (bacterial) outbreak that caused a
massive recall of its product, production shutdowns, massive layoffs, financial
losses, regulatory fines, restrictions, and reputation damage, arising from troubling compliance failures at its facilities. Injuries and deaths of consumers
resulted.
The complaint alleged that although management had received reports about
listeria’s growing presence in the Company’s plants, the board never received
or sought any information about food safety issues, including the devastating
prevalence of listeria. Specifically, the complaint alleged that there were failures
at the board level: (1) there was no committee charged with monitoring food
safety; (2) the board did not have a process for a board-level discussion devoted
to food safety compliance; and (3) there was no board protocol requiring management to deliver reports on food safety compliance. The Court of Chancery
granted the defendants’ motion to dismiss, and the plaintiff appealed.
In reversing the decision of the Court of Chancery to dismiss the complaint,
the Delaware Supreme Court, en banc, held:
Under Caremark and Stone v. Ritter, a director must make a good faith effort to oversee the company’s operations. Failing to make that good faith effort breaches the
duty of loyalty and can expose a director to liability. In other words, for a plaintiff
to prevail on a Caremark claim, the plaintiff must show that a fiduciary acted in bad
60. Marchand v. Barnhill, 212 A.3d 805 (Del. 2019).
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faith—“the state of mind traditionally used to define the mindset of a disloyal
director.”
***
In sum, the complaint supports an inference that no system of board-level compliance monitoring and reporting existed at Blue Bell. Although Caremark is a tough
standard for plaintiffs to meet, the plaintiff has met it here.61
***
If Caremark means anything, it is that a corporate board must make a good faith effort to exercise its duty of care. A failure to make that effort constitutes a breach of
the duty of loyalty.62

C. CLOVIS
A few months after the Delaware Supreme Court opinion in Marchand, the
Delaware Court of Chancery decided another Caremark case, In re Clovis Oncology, Inc. Derivative Litigation.63 In that decision, Vice Chancellor Joseph Slights
denied the motion to dismiss, thereby breathing life into the allegations.
The Clovis case was a Caremark derivative suit alleging that Clovis Oncology
(the “Company”) had one drug, Roci, which, among others, was especially promising in fighting cancer. Roci was being developed through clinical trials in
which it performed well. But data from later stages of the clinical trials revealed
that it would not be approved by the FDA. The allegation in the derivative suit
before the vice chancellor was that the defendant directors breached their
fiduciary duties by failing to oversee the Roci clinical trial and allowed the Company to mislead the market regarding the drug’s efficacy, allegedly resulting in
severe losses to the Company’s market capitalization.
The gravamen of the complaint was that although the Company purported to
follow strict protocols and associated FDA regulations, the board ignored red
flags that the Company was not adhering to the clinical trial protocols, thereby
jeopardizing FDA approval of Roci.
Using Marchand as controlling precedent, the vice chancellor set forth the following legal analysis at the outset of his opinion:
As explained in Marchand, “to satisfy their duty of loyalty, directors must make a
good faith effort to implement an oversight system and then monitor it.” This is especially so when a monoline company operates in a highly regulated industry. Here,
Plaintiffs have well-pled Roci was “intrinsically critical to the [C]ompany’s business
operation,” yet the Board ignored multiple warning signs that management was inaccurately reporting Roci’s efficacy before seeing confirmatory scans to corroborate

61. Id. at 820–21.
62. Id. at 823–24.
63. C.A. No. 2017-0222-JRS, 2019 WL 4850188 (Del. Ch. Oct. 1, 2019).
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Roci’s cancer-fighting potency—violating both internal clinical trial protocols and
associated FDA regulations. In other words, Plaintiffs have well-pled a Caremark
claim.64

The court’s legal analysis of the Caremark claim in Clovis was divided into two
prongs: either that (i) the director-defendants completely failed to institute an
oversight system for the crucial clinical trial or (ii) they consciously disregarded
a series of red flags. As to the first prong, the vice chancellor held that the complaint did not support the inference of an “utter” or “complete” failure to implement any reporting or information system or controls.65
But the court’s analysis of the complaint in the context of Caremark’s second
prong (failure to monitor) is a different story:
Caremark’s second prong is implicated when it is alleged the company implemented
an oversight system but the board failed to “monitor it.” To state a claim under this
prong, Plaintiffs must well-plead that a “red flag” of non-compliance [waved] before
the Board Defendants but they chose to ignore it. In this regard, the court must remain mindful that “red flags are only useful when they are either [waved] in one’s
face or displayed so that they are visible to the careful observer.”
***
As Marchand makes clear, when a company operates in an environment where externally imposed regulations govern its “mission critical” operations, the board’s
oversight function must be more rigorously exercised.”
***
To impose liability on directors for making a “wrong” business decision would cripple
their ability to earn returns for investors by taking business risks.” But, as fiduciaries,
corporate managers must be informed of, and oversee compliance with, the regulatory
environments in which their businesses operate. In this regard, as relates to Caremark
liability, it is appropriate to distinguish the board’s oversight of the company’s management of business risk that is inherent in its business plan from the board’s oversight of
the company’s compliance with positive law—including regulatory mandates.66

D. INTER-MARKETING GROUP USA, INC.
In the 2020 Inter-Marketing Group case, the Delaware Court of Chancery refused to dismiss a Caremark derivative claim at the pleading stage. In an opinion by Justice Tamika Montgomery-Reeves, sitting by designation as a vice

64. Id. at *1.
65. Id. at *13.
66. Id. at *12. Shortly after Clovis was decided, the Delaware Court of Chancery decided to grant a
motion to dismiss in another Caremark case. In the case of In re Lending Club Corp. Derivative Litigation, Vice Chancellor Kathleen McCormick continued to demonstrate that Caremark claims remain
difficult to plead and prove. In Lending Club, the board had an information system and had in fact
monitored and addressed red flags. Consol. C.A. No. 12984-VCM, 2019 WL 5678578 (Del. Ch.
Oct. 31, 2019).
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chancellor, the court held that, after an oil spill resulting in a pipeline rupture,
the complaint well pleaded the absence of board-level protocols to monitor
pipeline integrity even though the board’s audit committee’s charter of the company (a master limited partnership operating pipelines in North America) gave
it that responsibility.67
For a pleading-stage decision, this case arose in an unusual context. The complaint cited the testimony of the company’s CEO in connection with criminal
proceedings in which the CEO testified under oath in California that there
were no board-level protocols to monitor pipeline integrity.
In tracking the holding in Marchand, where the board was alleged to have violated its fiduciary duty of oversight in a mission-critical context, the Court of
Chancery denied the motion to dismiss, holding as follows:
Contrary to the audit committee’s duty under its charter to “advise the Board with respect to policies and procedures,” Plaintiff points to [the CEO’s] testimony that the
Board never “discuss[ed] [the] integrity management process” nor the “policy or
needs that might need to be addressed relating to the integrity management program.”
While the audit committee’s charter dictates what the audit committee was supposed to do, it says nothing about what it actually did. . . . [The CEO’s] testimony
that the Board never discussed pipeline integrity supports the inference made by
Plaintiff that the audit committee failed to perform its duties.68
***
As the [Delaware] Supreme Court stated in Marchand, “[a]though Caremark may not
require as much as some commentators wish, it does require that a board make a
good faith effort to put in place a reasonable system of monitoring and reporting
about the corporation’s central compliance risks.”69

E. HUGHES V. HU
In a later 2020 case, Hughes v. Hu, Vice Chancellor Travis Laster denied a motion to dismiss a Caremark claim, citing a remarkable failure of the board to establish and monitor a reasonable information and compliance system,70 stating,
[t]he complaint alleges facts that support an inference that the Company’s Audit
Committee met sporadically, devoted inadequate time to its work, had clear notice
of irregularities, and consciously turned a blind eye to their continuation.
***
These chronic deficiencies support a reasonable inference that the Company’s
board of directors, acting through its Audit Committee, failed to provide meaningful

67. Inter-Marketing Grp. USA, Inc. v. Armstrong, C.A. No. 2017-0030-TMR, 2020 WL 756965
(Del. Ch. Jan. 31, 2020).
68. Id. at *13.
69. Id. at *15 (citing Marchand v. Barnhill, 212 A.3d 805, 824 (Del. 2019)).
70. C.A. No. 2019-0112-JTL, 2020 WL 1987029 (Del. Ch. Apr. 27, 2020).
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oversight over the Company’s financial statements and system of financial controls. . . .
Instead, the Audit Committee deferred to management, which dictated the policies
and procedures for reviewing related-party transactions and hired and fired the
Company’s auditor, even though management’s actions suggested that it was either
incapable of accurately reporting on related-party transactions or actively evading
board-level oversight.
***
The allegations in this case support inferences that the board members did not
make a good faith effort to do their jobs. The Audit Committee only met when
spurred by the requirements of the federal securities laws. Their abbreviated
meetings suggest that they devoted patently inadequate time to their work.
Their pattern of behavior indicates that they followed management blindly, even
after management had demonstrated an inability to report accurately about relatedparty transactions.71

The “new normal” of Caremark claims reflects the need for an awareness by
directors of their oversight responsibilities. Most Caremark claims do not survive
the pleading stage. Although we have discussed some of the few Caremark claims
that were not dismissed, as Marchand explained, “in decisions dismissing Caremark claims, plaintiffs usually lose because they must concede the existence of
board-level systems of monitoring and oversight such as a relevant committee,
a regular protocol requiring board-level reports about the relevant risks, or the
board’s use of third-party monitors, auditors or consultants.”72 For example,
in the UPS case, Horman v. Abney, in granting a motion to dismiss Caremark
claims, the court commented favorably on the action taken by the UPS board
in reaction to red flags.73

VI. COMPLIANCE
NORMAL

AND

OVERSIGHT JURISPRUDENCE

IN THE

NEW

Caremark is a case that has become synonymous with the need for good-faith
monitoring and oversight of management functions by the board of directors. In
turn, Caremark is likewise associated with concepts of compliance, an oversight
system of policies and controls that organizations should adopt to deter violations of law and to assure external authorities that they are taking steps to
deter violations of law. Publicly traded corporations are usually expected to develop general compliance programs at several levels to address the overall conduct of risk management, the operational business, and accounting controls in
accordance with prescribed legal, ethical, and cultural norms. Compliance programs focus on all types of misconduct and can be found in a variety of industries, causing these programs to be within the reach of numerous federal and
state agencies.
71. Id. at 41–46.
72. Marchand, 212 A.3d at 823.
73. C.A. No. 12290-VCS, 2017 WL 242571, at *4 (Del. Ch. Jan. 19, 2017) (citations).
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As we have noted, Chancellor Allen in 1996 decided sua sponte in Caremark
that the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines were not only relevant to the matter before
him, but also were particularly apt because they are “powerful incentives for
corporations to have in place compliance programs . . . and to take voluntary
remedial efforts.”74 That was not only true then, but also it is an overarching corporate governance principle that has become even stronger and more powerful
in the intervening twenty-five years since the Caremark decision.
As we have explained, recent Delaware cases such as Marchand have breathed
new jurisprudential life into Caremark. Of equal importance is federal law and
stock exchange regulations that have provided more teeth to the requirement
that a corporation have a robust compliance system in place and that management
as well as directors must monitor the system and deal effectively with red flags.
The American Law Institute (“ALI”) has well underway a comprehensive
and ambitious project devoted to the study and recommendations concerning
compliance/oversight systems, including recommendations of best practices.
This project, launched in 2015 but not yet completed, is named Principles
of the Law: Compliance, Risk Management, and Enforcement.75 In the
words of Richard L. Revesv, ALI director,
[i]n 2015, the ALI Council launched Principles of the Law: Compliance, Risk Management, and Enforcement. These topics have emerged as fundamental components
of internal controls in complex organizations, both in the United States and around
the world. Recent highly publicized settlements of government enforcement actions
are visible markers of a significant growth in compliance activities.76

Insofar as it is relevant to the duties of board of directors, the black letter of
section 3.08 of the current text states, in part, as follows:
§ 3.08. Board of Directors’ Oversight of Compliance, Risk Management, and Internal
Audit.
(a) As part of its supervision of the organization’s business or affairs, the board of directors must oversee the organization’s compliance, risk-management, and internalaudit functions.
(b) The oversight in subsection (a) should include the following responsibilities.
[Over a dozen detailed expectations of boards of directors are listed, including
the responsibilities to be informed, to review, and to take certain actions.]77
***
(c) Subject to subsection (a) and if authorized under the law governing the organization, the board of directors, in its discretion, may delegate to a group or committee
74. In re Caremark Int’l, Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959, 969 (Del. Ch. 1996).
75. To be cited herein as ALI Compliance Project.
76. Foreword to ALI Compliance Project by Director Revesv xv (Tentative Draft No. 1, Apr. 4,
2019).
77. These expectations, as listed in subparts (1) through (11), should be reviewed in depth by
senior managements and boards of directors of all corporations, particularly those of significant
size and activity.
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of its members, to a joint committee of directors and executives, or to executive
management the power to perform one or more of the responsibilities set forth in
subsection (b).78

Citing Caremark, Stone, and federal authorities (including the U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines), the Reporter’s Note to section 3.08 states in part:
It is well established in the laws governing different kinds of business organizations
that the board of directors of a particular organization has oversight responsibility
over all the organization’s activities. This has been read to include oversight
over compliance, risk management, and internal audit, and courts generally
defer to the board’s business judgment with respect to this oversight [citing authorities]. . . .
A basic responsibility is that the board of directors should be informed of the major
laws and regulations, as well as the major legal risks affecting an organization and
organizational actors. This is the responsibility of each director. . . .
Similarly, law and regulation, as well as learned authorities, require or recommend
that directors be informed of an organization’s risks and, as part of their oversight,
review and approve its risk-management framework and program [citing authorities]. . . .
Board oversight of the internal-audit function, which generally occurs through the
audit committee, has long been established. . . .
Authorities support the practice that the board of directors learns about any significant or material violations or failures of any of the internal-control programs and
approves the remedial and disciplinary actions to be taken to remedy them, particularly those involving reporting to a regulator [citing authorities].79

To similar effect, the latest edition of the Corporate Director’s Guidebook of
the Committee on Corporate Laws of the ABA Business Law Section, in the chapter on Risk Oversight and Compliance, advises directors as follows:
Risk management and legal compliance are critical components of the board’s responsibility for oversight of the corporation’s business and affairs. As businesses
and the legal requirements under which they operate become ever more complex,
the pace of business change continues to accelerate, and reliance on technology increases, the stakes involved in effectively managing risk and ensuring legal compliance only increase. Well-publicized financial, operational, legal, and security failures
in recent years have led to a heightened focus on the role of the board in oversight of
risk management and legal compliance.
***
In addition to strategic risks, corporations face many day-to-day risks affecting operations and financial results. Examples of specific business risks that corporations

78. ALI Compliance Project, supra note 75, at 36–37.
79. Reporter’s Note to § 3.08 of ALI Compliance Project, supra note 75, at 46–50.
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commonly face include those associated with inadequate internal controls, physical
and data security, product quality and performance, management succession, intellectual property protection, natural disasters, and national and global political
uncertainty.
The increasing prominence of technology in business and in the lives of employees,
customers, suppliers, and others with whom the business interacts has exponentially
increased cybersecurity risk for virtually all corporations.
***
Risk management is a multifaceted process that includes identifying and assessing
risks, considering mitigating factors, implementing risk controls, and monitoring.
The board’s responsibility with respect to risk management encompasses both direct
decisions about matters such as strategy and risk tolerance and oversight and monitoring implementation of those decisions and the effectiveness of the corporation’s
compliance programs.
***
Once strategy and risk tolerance have been established, the board should exercise its
oversight role to ensure that management’s design and implementation of risk management policies are consistent with the strategy and risk tolerance.
Although it is not the board’s responsibility to be involved in day-to-day activities involving risk management, the board should satisfy itself that appropriate
systems and processes are in place to identify, monitor, control, and—when
appropriate—accept, or seek to avoid or mitigate, risk and to make necessary
or desirable disclosures.80

On June 4, 2020, the firm Wachtell Lipton Rosen & Katz distributed an excellent, comprehensive analysis in a memo entitled Wachtell Lipton Memo:
Risk Management and the Board of Directors. In the memo, the firm emphasizes
that “[r]isk management is not simply a business and operational responsibility
of a company’s management team—it is a governance issue that is squarely
within the oversight responsibility of the board.”81 The firm’s memo refers to
some of the new cases that we have cited above (e.g., Marchand) and lists nineteen specific recommendations for improving risk oversight.82
Professor Donald Langervort, an adviser to the ALI Compliance Project, attributes an acceleration in the “pressure to upgrade corporate compliance programs”
to two occurrences in the 1990s.83 The first was the adoption of the federal Organizational Sentencing Guidelines, which base the amount of a firm’s criminal
fine on a variety of factors, including the quality of its compliance programs.
80. CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S GUIDEBOOK, supra note 17, at 35–37. With respect to cybersecurity risks
in general and the ethical duty of lawyers, see E. Norman Veasey, Protection of Client Confidential Information from Cyberattacks Is a Compelling Business and Ethical Priority for Inside and Outside Corporate
Counsel, 75 BUS. LAW. 1495 (2020).
81. Risk Management and the Board of Directors, WACHTELL LIPTON ROSEN & KATZ, June 4, 2020, at 1.
82. Id. at 8.
83. See Donald C. Langervort, Cultures of Compliance, 54 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 933, 940 (2017).
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The second occurrence was the Caremark decision, which held that directors’ fiduciary duties included compliance oversight and monitoring.84
Professor Langervort summarized the common structural framework for compliance as follows:
(1) a commitment from senior leadership to the task, setting a right “tone at the top”;
(2) delegation of authority to officials with distinct compliance responsibilities and
the resources to do their task; (3) firm-wide education and training about both the
substance and process of compliance; (4) informational mechanisms to alert as to
suspicious activity (e.g., whistleblowing procedures); (5) audit and surveillance tactics to detect compliance failures or risks; and (6) internal investigations, response,
discipline and remediation so as to learn and adjust when failure occurs. The right
mix of these is firm-specific, a customization that recognizes the great range of motives, opportunities, and types of violations most likely to be a problem at a given
firm.85

As compliance regulation has developed over the past few decades, the duties
of corporations to exercise effective compliance have derived from six primary
sources: (1) promulgation of the federal Guidelines for Sentencing Organizations
by the United States Sentencing Commission; (2) the focus on corporate compliance by the United States Department of Justice when deciding whether or not to
charge a business entity with a crime; (3) passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and
the Dodd-Frank Act; (4) court decisions holding that directors may be personally liable for failing to ensure that a business has an effective corporate compliance plan; (5) amendments to, and passage of, civil statutes such as federal and
state false claims acts, which significantly reduce damages and penalties when a
defendant exercises “good” corporate citizenship; and (6) market responses to
the exercise of “good” and “bad” corporate compliance.86
The effectiveness of internal controls, independence of auditors and directors,
and disclosures in financial reporting have all become daily challenges of corporate governance.87 With increased financial reporting regulation and the rise of
internal control mechanisms, compliance programs have become an important
element in developing and maintaining a corporate strategy.88 In today’s business environment, an effective compliance program is entrenched in good business practice and is a must for all corporations.
Because corporate compliance programs deter wrongdoing within the corporation and generate social norms that support law-abiding behavior,89 the emphasis

84. Id. at 941.
85. Id. at 939.
86. Pamela H. Bucy, Conducting Business in the Twenty-First Century: How to Avoid Organizational
Suicide (Part 1), 70 ALA. L. REV. 184, 185 (2009).
87. ETHICS & COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CECO) DEFINITION WORKING GRP., DEFINING THE ROLE OF THE CHIEF
ETHICS & COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CECO) (2007).
88. Lawrence A. Cunningham, The Appeal and Limits of Internal Controls to Fight Fraud, Terrorism
and Other Ills, 29 J. CORP. L. 267, 273–74 (2004).
89. See Corporate Compliance Comm., ABA Section of Bus. Law, Corporate Compliance Survey, 60
BUS. LAW. 1759, 1759–60 (2005).
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on corporate compliance pervades every aspect of the business world. Thus,
developing an effective corporate compliance plan is a complex endeavor, requiring a variety of legal expertise: employment law, corporate finance, corporate
governance, and criminal law.90 Although the full board of directors is responsible to ensure that a robust compliance and oversight system is in place, is monitored effectively, and that red flags are heeded, many boards delegate the details
of this responsibility to a board committee, which is often the audit committee.91
To ensure that an effective compliance program is in place, publicly traded
corporations may have a compliance committee of the board and/or a senior officer who is appointed to be the chief compliance officer (“CCO”). In simple
terms, the CCO is in charge of “a system which is designed to detect and prevent
violations of law by the agents, employees, officers and directors of a business.”92
Determining the parameters of a CCO’s duties in a corporation is dependent on
the culture and structure of the specific entity. The role, however, has several
basic functions that generally apply.
First, the CCO is responsible for overseeing the assessment of an organization’s risk for misconduct and noncompliance.93 A thorough risk assessment
will identify where the corporation is vulnerable to noncompliant behavior.
The risk assessment results will help identify the priority areas for the compliance effort and monitor the progress of the programs put in place. After the
risk is identified and the compliance objectives are established, the CCO is
responsible for the implementation and management of the compliance program
throughout the company.94
Second, the CCO is expected to communicate frequently with corporate executives and the board of directors or the designated board committee.95 To be
effective, the CCO needs to have a direct reporting relationship to the board
of directors. Directors should be regularly updated on reported incidents of potential misconduct, investigations underway, and actions being taken.96
The role of the CCO in a publicly held corporation would be, ideally, an independent officer assigned only to the development and monitoring functions of
compliance. In many instances, however, compliance duties fall to the general
counsel (“GC”) of a corporation. While both the CCO and GC serve the organization’s need to comply with the law, the roles have different functions. Although the GC is the “partner-guardian” in the C-Suite, it is primarily her ethical

90. Bucy, supra note 86, at 188.
91. See T.D. No. 1 of ALI Compliance Project, supra note 75, § 3.09, at 52 (Delegation of Oversight Responsibilities by the Board of Directors to a Committee or Group of Its Members).
92. John B. McNeece IV, The Ethical Conflicts of the Hybrid General Counsel and Chief Compliance
Officer, 25 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 677, 681–82 (2012).
93. CHIEF ETHICS & COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CECO) DEFINITION WORKING GRP., DEFINING THE ROLE OF THE
CHIEF ETHICS & COMPLIANCE OFFICER (CECO) 21–23 (2007).
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id.
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duty to provide legal advice on how to comply with the law and must represent
the interests of her client, which is the corporation itself.97
The roles of GC and CCO should be separate and independent from each
other, but they must regularly coordinate and communicate with each other to
ensure the quality and effectiveness of risk assessment, investigations, and monitoring.98 The CCO, generally speaking, also needs to work diligently with administration, human resources, finance, investor relations, accounting, and
other groups within the company to ensure there is a coordinated approach to
compliance among the various business functions within the corporation.99
Company-wide coordination will ensure that the developed compliance programs can be easily integrated with the strategy of the corporation.
The existence of a robust and well-monitored compliance program is one of
the factors that is considered by the DOJ when determining whether to bring
criminal charges against a corporation. The DOJ defines a compliance program
as a means to “prevent and detect misconduct and to ensure that corporate
activities are conducted in accordance with applicable criminal and civil laws,
regulations, and rules.”100 The federal Sentencing Guidelines require firms “to
promote an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law.”101 The DOJ encourages self-policing
within the corporation but clearly states that the mere existence of a compliance
program is not sufficient for a corporation to avoid criminal charges for the misconduct of its officers, directors, employees, or agents.
To avoid criminal prosecution, a corporate compliance program must be
effective. The Sentencing Guidelines provide that any leniency in penalties is
conditioned on whether the person charged with operational responsibility

97. See E. NORMAN VEASEY & CHRISTINE T. DI GUGLIELMO, INDISPENSABLE COUNSEL: THE CHIEF LEGAL
OFFICER IN THE NEW REALITY 1–26 (2012); Tod Reichert, David Wilson & Bonnie Green, The Roles
of General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officers, CORP. COMPLIANCE INSIGHTS ( Jan. 18, 2011), http://
www.corporatecomplianceinsights.com/the-roles-of-general-counsel-and-chief-compliance-officers/.
98. See supra note 97.
99. See Reichert, Wilson & Green, supra note 97.
100. Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations, Title 9, Chapter 9-28.000, U.S. DEP’T
JUST., https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-28000-principles-federal-prosecution-business-organizations
(last visited Oct. 16, 2020). In June 2020, the U.S. Department of Justice Criminal Division issued a
comprehensive twenty-page document, entitled Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programs (Updated June 2020). These updated guidelines are part of the DOJ’s criteria to be used in connection
with negotiated plea deals and settlements and sentencing to guide the DOJ’s analysis of the adherence of corporations to a strong set of compliance recommendations. They are described by Wachtell
Lipton in a memo distributed June 15, 2020, titled DOJ’s Updated Guidance on Corporate Compliance Programs Underscores Importance of Board Oversight and Active Management of Compliance
Risks. The memo concludes, “Overall, DOJ’s update reflects a substantially more sophisticated set of
objectives and guidelines for federal prosecutors to follow in assessing the weight to be given a company’s compliance program. In particular, directors are now directed to consider the following ‘bigpicture questions [listing six].’”
101. See United States Sentencing Commission 2018 Guidelines Manual, § 8B2.1. Effective Compliance
and Ethics Program, U.S. SENTENCING COMMISSION, https://www.ussc.gov/guidelines/2015-guidelinesmanual/2015-chapter-8 (last visited Oct. 28, 2020).
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for compliance reports directly to the board.102 The Guidelines also suggest that
the head of compliance provide an annual report to the board regarding the implementation and effectiveness of the compliance program and prompt updates
in case of current or potential criminal violations.103 According to the DOJ, an
effective compliance program must be adequately designed to prevent and detect wrongdoing and must be sufficiently enforced, in good faith, by corporate
management.
We have mentioned above certain recent Delaware court decisions in stockholder derivative suits, including Marchand and its progeny. There are likely
to be more derivative suits brought on behalf of corporations, particularly Delaware corporations, against directors and officers for failures of good faith oversight. For example, in June 2020, after obtaining certain documents under
section 220 of the DGCL, certain public employee funds as stockholders commenced a derivative suit on behalf of the Boeing Company in the Delaware
Court of Chancery against certain present and past directors and officers of Boeing for lack of good faith oversight in airplane manufacturing, especially the 737
MAX 8, which had suffered two massive fatal crashes.104
The updated DOJ guidelines emphasize the importance of active as distinct
from passive board involvement in carrying out its oversight/compliance obligations. A prime example is the action of the board of the Boeing Company
after the two 2019 fatal crashes of its then new jet aircraft, the Boeing 737
MAX 8. According to a series of New York Times articles in the fall of 2019,
the full board of directors of Boeing created a special committee of directors
after the crashes to examine the company’s organizational structure and to reform internal processes.105 Moreover, an independent CCO working with the
board of directors and corporate executives to ensure compliance will help ensure that the fiduciary duties related to oversight and monitoring are discharged
in an effective and ethical manner, consistent with Caremark. When evaluating
Caremark claims after Stone and Marchand (and their progeny), the Delaware
courts must determine whether a bad outcome is attributable to bad faith by
the board in failing to discharge its oversight fiduciary responsibilities. The
102. See United States Sentencing Commission 2018 Guidelines Manual, § 8C2.5. Culpability Score,
U.S. SENTENCING COMMISSION, https://www.ussc.gov/guidelines/2015-guidelines-manual/2015-chapter-8
(last visited Oct. 27, 2020).
103. See id. § 8B2.1. Effective Compliance and Ethics Program, https://www.ussc.gov/guidelines/
2015-guidelines-manual/2015-chapter-8.
104. The 120-page, 300-paragraph complaint, a partially redacted copy of which is on file with
the Court of Chancery, alleges, inter alia, that Boeing lacked board-level oversight of airplane safety,
failed to heed red flags (paras 22–41), and that such failures resulted in the crashes, massive deaths,
and huge damages to Boeing. Thomas P. DiNapoli, Comptroller of the State of New York et al. v.
Kenneth M. Duberstein et al., C.A. No. 2020-0465-AGB. See Andrew Tangel and Andy Pasztor, Boeing Investor Suit Aims at Boeing Board, WALL ST. J., Sept. 26–28, 2020, at 1 (a reprise noting a later
filing in September of the June 30, 2020 stockholder derivative suit, quoting also a Boeing spokesman
declaring that the suit lacks merit and promising to seek dismissal of the suit later in the year).
105. David Gelles & Natalie Kitroeff, Boeing Panel Is Set to Call for Reforms in Procedure, N.Y. TIMES,
Sept. 16, 2019, at B1; David Gelles & Natalie Kitroeff, The Boeing Board Meets as the Bad News Builds,
N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22, 2019, at B1.
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plaintiff bears the burden of persuasion by alleging and ultimately proving particularized evidence of a direct link between the bad outcome and red flags that
were known to the board.
Internal legal and compliance reports that inform the board in writing about
the results of a thorough examination into red flags are documents that can satisfy that high evidentiary burden of a direct link to the board.106 Stavros Gadinis
and Amelia Miazad conducted a comprehensive examination of Caremark claims
filed in the ten-year period after Stone was decided. They concluded that courts
determined that the required direct link to the board was established when the
plaintiff presented “an internal report, typically by a legal expert or compliance
officer, informing the board about the underlying problem.”107 The continued
focus by Delaware courts on a direct link between compliance failures and the
board is reflected in the recent cases we have discussed where motions to dismiss
Caremark claims were denied.
The Delaware Supreme Court and the Court of Chancery have frequently encouraged stockholders to use section 220 to investigate possible wrongdoing before filing derivative actions.108 Without the corporation’s books and records,
plaintiffs usually do not have the facts that are necessary to plead a particularized
claim that can survive a Rule 23.1 motion to dismiss in a derivative suit.109 In
fact, myriad purported Caremark claims have been dismissed by the Court of
Chancery for failing to plead successfully demand futility under Rule 23.1,
and, in doing so, the Delaware Court of Chancery and Delaware Supreme
Court have often suggested that the plaintiff should have used section 220 to obtain books and records that might have led to a different result.110
106. Stavros Gadinis & Amelia Miazad, The Hidden Power of Compliance, MINN. L. REV. 2135
(2018).
107. Id. at 2162.
108. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 220 (2020).
109. See, e.g., Scattered Corp. v. Chi. Stock Exch., Inc., 701 A.2d 70 (Del. 1997).
110. These cases were listed in a footnote in the Court of Chancery’s Amerisource opinion. See, e.g.,
Wood v. Baum, 953 A.2d 136, 144 (Del. 2008) (affirming dismissal of Caremark claim under Rule
23.1; noting that “plaintiff could have, but chose not to, make a books and records request”); In re
Dow Chem. Co. Derivative Litig., Civ. A. No. 4399-CC, 2010 WL 66769, at *13 (Del. Ch. Jan. 11,
2010) (dismissing Caremark claim under Rule 23.1 where plaintiff did not use Section 220); Desimone v. Barrows, 924 A.2d 908, 951 (Del. Ch. 2007) (noting that plaintiff filed complaint without
using section 220 and therefore had “no idea what the [board’s] investigation actually entailed and is
unable to plead any facts about what the . . . board did, when they did it, what they discussed, what
conclusions they reached, and why the board did or did not do anything”); Rattner v. Bidzos, Civ. A.
No. 19-700, 2003 WL 22284323, at *14 (Del. Ch. Sept. 30, 2003) (“[A] symptomatic and ultimately
fatal defect to all of Rattner’s claims is a failure to plead facts with particularity. . . . [T]he books and
records provisions of 8 Del. C. § 220 . . . might have been helpful here.”); In re Citigroup Inc. S’holders Litig., C.A. No. 12508, 2003 WL 21384599, at *3 (Del. Ch. June 5, 2003) (“Despite its prolixity,
the Amended Complaint completely fails to set forth adequate reasons why demand is excused. Perhaps the absence of particularized facts excusing demand is the product of a race to the courthouse. It
is certainly a result of the plaintiffs’ failure to use the ‘tools at hand.’”), aff ’d sub nom. Rabinovitz v.
Shapiro, 839 A.2d 666 (Del. 2003) (TABLE); Guttman v. Huang, 823 A.2d 492, 493 (Del. Ch.
2003) (“Having failed to heed the numerous admonitions by our judiciary for derivative plaintiffs
to obtain books and records before filing a complaint, the plaintiffs have unsurprisingly submitted
an amended complaint that lacks particularized facts compromising the impartiality of the . . .
board that would have acted on a demand.”); id. at 504 (noting that a § 220 action “could have
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Recently, several stockholders began an investigation into whether AmerisourceBergen Corporation engaged in wrongdoing in connection with the distribution of opioids. AmerisourceBergen is one of the world’s largest wholesale
distributors of opioid pain medication. It has been the target of many government investigations and civil lawsuits. As part of its own investigation, the
stockholders sought to inspect AmerisourceBergen’s records pursuant to section 220. After AmerisourceBergen rejected that request in its entirety, the
Court of Chancery issued a post-trial decision that ordered AmerisourceBergen
to produce books and records falling within the category of Formal Board
Materials and granted the plaintiffs leave to take a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition111
to determine what other types of books and records exist and who has
them.112
AmerisourceBergen moved for certification of an interlocutory appeal to review three rulings by the Court of Chancery: the rejection of the purposeplus-an-end test, the rejection of the actionable-wrongdoing requirement, and
the grant of leave to the plaintiffs to conduct a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition and potentially obtain books and records beyond formal board materials.113
Section 220(b) authorizes a stockholder to conduct an inspection “for any
proper purpose” and requires that the written demand “stat[e] the purpose”
for the inspection.114 Whether a stockholder must satisfy the purpose-plusand-end test affects the scope of the statutory proper purpose requirement,
which the Delaware Supreme Court has described as “[t]he paramount factor
in determining whether a stockholder is entitled to inspection of corporate
books and records.”115
AmerisourceBergen argued that a plaintiff must state both a proper purpose for
the inspection and identify a viable end for which the resulting materials could be
used. The Court of Chancery rejected that argument and concluded that, under
the language of the statute and governing Delaware Supreme Court precedent, a
stockholder was not required to state in advance an end for which the books and
records would be used, although it might be possible for a court to find in a
provided the basis for the pleading of particularized facts”); White v. Panic, 793 A.2d 356, 371–72
(Del. Ch. 2000) (dismissing Caremark claim after noting that the plaintiff failed to use Section 220),
aff ’d, 783 A.2d 543, 556–57 (Del. 2001) (“[T]his case demonstrates the salutary effects of a rule encouraging plaintiffs to conduct a thorough investigation, using the ‘tools at hand’ including the use of
actions under 8 Del. C. § 220 for books and records, before filing a complaint.”); Beatrice Corwin
Living Revocable Trust v. Pfizer, Inc., Civ. A. No. 10425-JL, 2016 WL 4548101, at *5–6 (Del.
Ch. Sept. 1, 2016) (denying section 220 production after trial re a Caremark claim).
111. DEL. CT. CH. R. 30(b)(6).
112. See Lebanon Cnty. Empls.’ Ret. Fund v. AmerisourceBergen Corp., C.A. No. 2019-0527-JTL,
2020 WL 132752, at *1 (Del. Ch. Jan. 13, 2020), aff’d, Amerisourcebergen Corp. v. Leb., 2020 Del.
LEXIS 408.
113. Section 220 states that as part of granting an inspection of books and records, “[t]he Court
may, in its discretion, . . . award such other or further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.”
DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 220(c) (2020). Whether the Court of Chancery can order a Rule 30(b)(6)
deposition on the issue of documents and grant the plaintiffs leave to seek additional books and records presents a significant issue regarding the scope of the Court of Chancery’s remedial discretion.
114. Id. § 220(b).
115. CM & M Grp., Inc. v. Carroll, 453 A.2d 788, 792 (Del. 1982).
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particular case that a stockholder sought only to use materials for a specific end
and to take that conclusion into account when determining the stockholder’s entitlement to inspection.
AmerisourceBergen also argued that the plaintiff needed to present evidence
from which the court could infer the existence of an actionable claim against
the board of directors. It contended that to establish a credible basis to suspect
actionable wrongdoing, a plaintiff must present sufficient evidence to support a
Caremark claim against the directors that could survive a pleading-stage motion
to dismiss pursuant to Rule 23.1.
The Court of Chancery also rejected that argument, holding that a stockholder
need only show, by a preponderance of the evidence, a credible basis from
which the Court of Chancery can infer that there is possible mismanagement
that would warrant further investigation into the corporation.116 It reasoned
that this standard did not require tying the mismanagement or wrongdoing to
the board because, if it were necessary to analyze the plaintiffs’ showing under
an actionable wrongdoing by the board standard, it is possible that the plaintiffs
would not be entitled to an inspection.117
In March 2020, the Delaware Supreme Court accepted AmerisourceBergen’s
application for an interlocutory appeal because it raised substantial issues of material importance for purposes of actions to obtain books and records pursuant to
section 220. The Court of Chancery granted a limited stay of its order pending the
interlocutory appeal, except for a subset of the Formal Board Materials that had
already been produced for another stockholder in a separate federal derivative action. The Delaware Supreme Court decided the interlocutory appeal on December 10, 2020 and affirmed the Court of Chancery’s judgment.

VII. CONCLUSION

AND

TAKEAWAYS

Caremark’s enduring legacy includes the establishment of the directors’ goodfaith responsibility for oversight as a first principle of corporate governance. By
doing so, Caremark has given rise to an oversight mindset and “tone at the top”
culture within corporate boardrooms. Two important takeaways have resulted
from these aspects of Caremark’s legacy and are reflected in Marchand and
other cases that followed. The first is the mandate that directors be actively engaged in establishing both the initial oversight and subsequent monitoring procedures. The second is the necessity of carefully documenting (e.g., through
proper minutes) the directors’ active engagement in oversight and monitoring.
Active engagement requires directors to develop and maintain an understanding of the corporation’s business.118 The board is ultimately responsible for overseeing corporate affairs, even though it delegates the day-to-day operation of the

116. Lebanon Cnty. Empls.’ Ret. Fund, 2020 WL 132752, at *8 (internal quotation marks omitted)
(quoting Seinfeld v. Verizon Commc’ns, Inc., 909 A.2d 117, 120 (Del. 2006)).
117. Id.
118. CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S GUIDEBOOK, supra note 17, at 9.
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corporation to others.119 To oversee the corporation’s activities effectively, directors must ensure they have sufficient knowledge and information about the corporation’s business, especially its mission-critical operations, and compliance
programs that are required by state and federal law. The board’s oversight responsibilities also require it to establish and monitor programs relating to matters such as cybersecurity, data-privacy, ESG,120 and, most recently, COVID-19.
To engage in informed decision-making, directors should ask probing questions
at meetings and challenge management as appropriate.121
In Marchand, the Delaware Supreme Court identified some specific salient features of active engagement by directors that would tend to address their duty of
oversight.122 Two board-level actions noted by the Delaware Supreme Court in
Marchand as being among six factors negatively impacting Bluebell’s board deficiencies are the appointment of a board committee to routinely monitor risks
and to establish a regular schedule for the full board to examine and discuss
known risk areas. Boards were also urged by the Marchand court to implement
procedures requiring management to provide directors with up-to-date information regarding potential problems with substantial risks—red flags.123
When a board of directors tasks the audit committee or another board committee with the responsibility of monitoring and overseeing management’s adherence
to proper compliance protocols, that committee does not supplant or lessen the
oversight duties of the full board. The committee’s monitoring responsibilities for
the assistance of the board should be spelled out explicitly in the committee’s
charter, which will have been approved by the full board. The committee’s charter should include a specific directive to report regularly (preferably in writing) to
the full board on its evaluation of the adequacy of the nature and extent of the
company’s risk, regulatory, and legal compliance protocols and the report should
expressly state the committee’s recommendations to the board on any action the
board should take if the committee concludes that board action is necessary or
desirable.124
Documentation relating to the directors’ active engagement in oversight and
monitoring is now the central focus of Caremark claim litigation. Meetings of
the board of directors and board committees should include active discussion
of oversight and be memorialized in minutes prepared promptly and circulated
119. Id. at 10; In re Caremark Int’l, Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959, 969 (Del. Ch. 1996);
Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362 (Del. 2006).; see also Leo E. Strine, Jr., Lawrence A. Hamermesh, Franklin R. Balotti & Jeffrey M. Gorris, Loyalty’s Core Demand: The Defining Role of Good Faith in Corporation
Law, 93 GEO. L.J. 629 (2010).
120. Leo E. Strine, Kirby M. Smith & Reilly S. Steel, Caremark and ESG, Perfect Together: A Practical Approach to Implementing an Integrated, Efficent, and Effective Caremark and EESG Strategy
(2020) (unpublished manuscript available at http://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/faculty_scholarship/
2196).
121. CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S GUIDEBOOK, supra note 17, at 17.
122. Marchand v. Barnhill, 212 A.3d 805, 822 (Del. 2019) (identifying the six specific factors).
123. Id.
124. Inter-Marketing Grp. USA, Inc. v. Armstrong, C.A. No. 2017-0030-TMR, 2020 WL 756965
(Del. Ch. Jan. 31, 2020); Hughes v. Hu, C.A. No. 2019-0112-JTL, 2020 WL 1987029 (Del. Ch. Apr.
27, 2020).
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to the directors for comment and approval.125 Just as there must be necessary
documentation in minutes of the board’s decision-making process, the minutes
of the board should show a thorough implementation of careful oversight.126
Although there are differing opinions about the level of detail to be included,
minutes should reflect that the directors engaged in a deliberative process regarding issues of oversight, acted in what they reasonably believed to be the corporation’s best interests, demonstrating a range of possible alternatives.127 Directors
should make certain that the corporation retains the information provided to
them at meetings, such as board books and PowerPoint presentations.128
In some circumstances, minutes that do not reflect an adequate deliberative
process may support an inference that directors failed to consider relevant information fully and in good faith. For example, in Hughes v. Hu, the Court of Chancery denied the motion to dismiss a Caremark claim, reasoning that the absence
of documentation produced in response to a stockholder’s section 220 inspection demand demonstrated that the directors “face a substantial likelihood of liability” for “failing to act in good faith to maintain a board-level system for
monitoring the Company’s financial reporting.”129 Conversely, in Lending Club,
the motion to dismiss a Caremark claim was granted on the basis of the board’s
well-documented, prompt, and decisive response to red flags.130
Caremark claims remain “possibly the most difficult theory in corporation law
upon which a plaintiff may hope to win a judgment.”131 Nevertheless, as we have
discussed, Delaware courts have recently denied motions to dismiss Caremark
complaints in Marchand and its progeny. As noted in Marchand, most Caremark
claims are dismissed. For example, Caremark claims were unsuccessful in Lending
Club, Citigroup, Duke Energy, UPS, General Motors, DuPont, and Capital One.132
The recent Caremark claim decisions by the Delaware Supreme Court and the
Court of Chancery reflect two of the takeaways we have identified from the venerable legacy of Caremark. In short, boards must be actively engaged and regularly
spend adequate time and attention devoted to oversight and legal compliance issues. First, for this to be effective, the board must see that a proper oversight system is established, supplemented by a regular monitoring system that requires
management to report promptly any red flags to the board or delegated board
committee. Second, the board’s oversight, compliance, monitoring actions, and
remedial responses must be properly documented in board agendas and minutes.

125. CORPORATE DIRECTOR’S GUIDEBOOK, supra note 17, at 52; VEASEY & DI GUGLIELMO, supra note 97,
at 78–81.
126. See supra note 125.
127. See supra note 125.
128. See supra note 125.
129. Hughes, 2020 WL 1987029, at *50; Teamsters Local 443 Health Servs. & Ins. Plan v. Chou,
C.A. No. 2019-0816-SG, 2020 WL 5028065 (Del. Ch. Aug. 24, 2020).
130. In re Lending Club Corp. Derivative Litig., Consol. C.A. No. 12984-VCM, 2019 WL
5678578 (Del. Ch. Oct.31, 2019).
131. In re Caremark Int’l, Inc. Derivative Litig., 698 A.2d 959, 967 (Del. Ch. 1996).
132. Id.
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The ultimate takeaway from the enduring legacy of Caremark is that an independent director violates her fiduciary duties of oversight only if she breaches
her duty of loyalty by failing to discharge those oversight responsibilities in
good faith.

